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Multi-District Electoral Redistricting 
 

Abstract 
 

Electoral redistricting is required when the electoral system or the administrative region has 
been changed.  Traditional redistricting methods generally require huge human resources as well as 
time and also introduce controversies.   Redistricting using systematic mechanism through the use of 
computer technologies could reduce the required human resources, time, as well as expenses and, the 
most important part, the controversies.   Many problems remain unsolved if one decides to use 
computer technologies to solve the redistricting problems.  For example, how could we do the 
redistricting within limited amount of time, how could we keep the redistricted region as compact as 
possible, how could we produce sufficient feasible solutions jet not too huge for computer to process, 
how could we evaluate the advantages or disadvantages of various redistricting results, or how could 
we detect the redundancy among millions of the solutions, etc?   We tried to answer these questions 
through the information technology points of view and to provide some solutions to these problems. 

In general, the issues that involved in the electoral redistricting could be classified into six 
categories: population equality, district contiguity, district compactness, respecting the rights of 
minorities, avoiding excessively dividing the administrative district as well as preserving the nature 
boundaries, etc.   Not all the issues are suitable for computer to analyze or process.   We shall 
focus our discussions on the issues related to population equality, district contiguity and district 
compactness, etc. 

We have proposed the population-based two-partition algorithm, which partitions a simple 
electoral region into two districts according to the required district population ratio, using the 
knowledge of computation geometry and artificial intelligence.   However, recursively applying the 
two-partition algorithm in solving the multi-district electoral redistricting problem will produce huge 
amount of feasible solutions beyond the processing capability of any modern computers.  In this 
thesis, we introduce the concept of “indivisible region” and present a modified two-partition algorithm 
to solve this problem.   Through the preset indivisible region as well as the assistance of bricklayer 
method, we can apply the modified two-partition algorithm recursively and solve the multi-district 
electoral redistricting problem successively.  In addition, we propose a new mechanism to evaluate 
the district compactness which improves the performance of compactness evaluation in previous 
analysis. 

We have applied our methods to solve the electoral redistricting problems of Taichung City 
(redistricted into three districts) and Taoyuan County (redistricted into six districts). Experimental 
results show that we can find hundred-thousands of feasible solutions both for Taizhong City and for 
Taoyuan County successively.  We select some solutions from the feasible solution set that passed the 
most restricted criteria and compare them with the restricting results announced by the Central 
Election Commission.   It can be seen clearly that our solutions are better.  We can also plug in the 
voting histories to our solution set to predict election outcome of future elections, not to mention that 
our method could produce millions of feasible solutions. 

In conclusion, we have proposed a systematic mechanism that can find large amount of feasible 
solutions for the multi-district electoral redistricting problem.  Through deep analysis, we can 
produce various redistricting results for different requirements.  The concept of indivisible region 
that we proposed can be used to effectively reduce the number of feasible solutions.   Furthermore, 
this concept can be applied to avoid dividing the existing administrative district excessively as well as 
to preserve the rights of minorities. 


